Volume rendering cr-s images horn sampled volumetric h me compute intensive nature of volume rendering has driven resmch in~gorithm optiom An important speed opmon is the use of preclassfication and preshdmg. We demonstrate an =ct that rdts when interpolating from preclassified or preshaded colors and opacity values separately. ls method is flaw@ leadrng to visible artifacts. We present an improvd technique, opaci~-weighted color interpolatioẽ vdu~= the RMS error improvemen~hardware and dgonthm efficiency, and demonstrated improvements. We show andytidly that opaci~-weighted color interpolation exatiy reprodums material based interpolation retits for certain volume classfi~with the efficiencies of preclass-ficatiom Our proposed technique may *O have broad impact on opacity-texture-mapped polygon rendering. Keyword~volume rendering, compositing, ray tracing.
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Volume rendering as introduced by Debin et rd-~CH88] demo~classification and shading. Other research has focused on approbation
Agorithrns for speed and pdle~ion approaches forthroughpu~mere remain subtleties in the proper development of volume rendering systeq both sofivare and hardware. k this paper we examine the approach of rendering from preclass-tied or preshaded colo~because a potential for artifacts exists.~ebm et rd-used opacity-w'eighted colo~but Levoy &ev88,Lev90J proposed a simpler approach that directiy interpolates colors and opacities. Using non-opacitywei@ted colors may create errors. me artifacts =e subfle and a be cotiig. We present a techniqu~opewtightd coIor i~o[~"on, that avoids the artiti and is an improvement upon~ebii et aL's approach Levoy &ev88Jev90] proposed a volume pipetie that class-ties and shades voxels before interpolation = approach a Id to NO computational advantages comp~ed to class-@tig sample points interpolated from voxel k Fti classification can be &@ed as a preprocess and need not be repeated per view. Secon& the number of voxek in a dataset can be significandy less than the number of sample points when computing a view, retiting in lower classtication CO* Figure 1 shows a volume rendering pipehe performing separate interpolation of colors and opacities. resarnpled along ray points projecting into the volume, Figure  a and composite along the ray to compute a find ray color. We describe how to correcfly perform the inte~olatiou and illustrate why the published technique produces artifacts. mere are rdso implications for hardware which are not obvious, that we analyze and cl@. We first review the optical model and the existing technique, illustrate the artifact then present our solution. We dso evaluate the RMS error irnprovemen~hardware and dgorhhm efficiency, and demonstrated improvements for seveti rendering scenarios. k order to understand Figure 1 , we need to discuss the optid model and our notation for colors and opacities.
Volume Rendefig Optical Model
Volume rendering algorithms~e based on the physics of Ii@t interaction with modeled particles in a volume. me beginnings of a particle model for graphics rendering were developed by Other rel& work in particle and radintive transfer theory appfied to volume~on includes 4msq~s9].
As direct solution of the posed integr-mentid equations for the radiative tier of fight through a nonhomogeneous model is not in geneti andytidly solvable~84]~ax9~, and numeri~y very =Tensive to SOIV% researchers have developd numerous approxirnadons for mmputationd tilfity. Among those approximations are the single s~ering assumption and the nonshadowed assumption. A single scattering assumption simply ignores mdtiple bounces of ligb~which is accumte if the particles are not too shiny (ded low dbdo or reflectivity). The nonshadowed assumption is that the Eght sources are not shadowed as they illuminate the volurnq which saves work on dcdating the fight source contribution &other impotit approbation which saves computation is to clas~, shade, and then resampl~because the data are often remmFld without reclassification choices such as these result in diRerent volume rendering pipe~mes. Figure 1~ows a pipe~me that does classifition and shading before resamp~mg.
h thii paper we assume the optid model of absorption plus emission~W~, as a solution of the fo~owing Merentid quation (tiom h4ax), have dso mentioned the possibility of rendering a completely transparent #owing g= we do not address that possibility here. A physidIy based model, assuming classification determines particle densities and colors is assumed for the anrdysis here, and wotid be an appropriate model for medid visudi~tion and volume graphics.
SEP-TE~ERPOLATION OF COLOR~OPACIH
Using the approach shown in Figure 1 , the optical model bmis just discusse~EQ (3), let us examine in detail how to perfom the dcukttion. We follow Bltis~li94] notation for an opacity-weighted color, which he dls an associated color, and denotes it as~= & where C is simply the nonweighted color, or gray level. The compositing equations are~Ii94] (for either front-t~back or back-to-front)
When iterating front-to-back we can usẽ~n
We can dso iterate back-to-front with the following equation &ev88]:~b ac~n~)= (1-%nt )~bac~oI~+ Ctint%nt
. b~ev88] the ray colors are not described as associated colo~which is correct if an opaque background is used. Figure  2A shows a ray exiting a fully opaque region, into a region of empty space-Here a simplified 2D volume is raycast with a ID ray. Voxels are classfied and shaded before interpolation. Then, interpolation is performed. Three ray samples are shown (bilinear interpolation), with their opacities and colors from front-to-back al=O, Cl=O, a2 =0.5, C2=0.5, a3=l, C3=l. These are the results of the %Y tracin~resarnplin& step in Fi~re 1. Now the three sample po~ts are~mpos~ed &ont-~o-bac~fti 1 and
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Pigure 2. A ray leaving a fily opaque materkd into empty space showing sample points and compositing results. (A) shows the result with independent interpolation of color, and opacity, as is commody done. W incorrect result has allowed colors in an empty region of space to contribute to the ray. @) shows the corr~t rdts with opacity-weighted interpolation. See Figure 4 for details on the interpolation.
where~12 is fion~l, back=z substituted into the iterative version of EQ 4, EQ 6, and Warly for a12 where we use EQ 5.
Then (12) are composite with 3:
The rdtant ray color is Cr =~lZ/am = 0.75. This is in error, and can be shown by a simple example in the next section where we dso present our new technique. Figure 2B shows the same scenario, but now we shti opacityweight tie colors before interpolation The opaci~-weighted color shall be died an associated color~= d , and shd be exTEcitiy dcdated by mdtiplying rdl sample points by their opacity. We shrdl rdso now use a sfigbtiy~erent compositing equation that is equivrdent to EQ 4, but uses associti colors ev90,Bfi94],
OPAC~-~IG~D COLOR ERPOLA~ON
For opacity, we use the same compositing as befor% EQ (~. Note the change in the Figure The resultant ray color is C,= t~n/al~= 1. As we will show, tils is the correct result for the optical model shown. The error occurs at the resample point frdling between the materials. To summarize, a complete dculation of the resampled ray color at the transition is shown in Figure 4 . The color is 1.0 using opacity-weighted color interpolation and 0.5 by separate color ad opacity interpolation%which is not consistent with our optical model.
We propose that proper calculation of resmpled colors is done by weighting each source voxel color value, ( C,, Cg, Cb ) by tie opacity a. This is similar to Drebin et d.~CH88], but has some important advantages that are discussed in Section WI. These weighted colors are then interpolate~as are the opaciṽ rdues. A ray interpolated sample opacity and color are calculated as:
The weights, Wi, are the percentage contribution for each source volume value sample point For trilinear interpolation there are eight weights. The compositing is then done using EQ (5) and EQ (8) using these opacity-weighted inte~olated colors at =ch ray sample point At each source voxel we choose to store opacity ( a ) and unweighed color(C), and perform the opacity weighting during interpolation. For the case where a is O, the produ~with ( Cr, Cg, Cb ) are zero, therefore the colors may be set to O. Since the products wia~tie med for ach ch~el, fiey can be computed once as~i = wiai, resulting in: Our method uses efficient dctiatio~with minimrd storage rquiremen~and mmputes correct ray colors. Next we andp a continuous model of this example.
EWLE PROBLEM REWSI~D
h the probIem demonstmted in Section 2 and Salon 3, there was a difference in the colors when interpolating an alpha weighted color versus interpolating a non rdpha weighted color. The error shown retits from the approximation to shading points along the ray, by pre~ading and then resarnptig those sampled colors. Theshown above varies with the ray phas~or the distance from the closest~ple point to the matenrd. Consider
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Ma@rid Sample location~: :p"u Fi~re 5. Test scenario of rays entering material tim air, with pammeter r, for location of Samule Doint between the air ssmrde location and the materi~sample lo~;m -r the scenario of driving rays into a material. Figure 5 shows a sotid material with a sharp in-.
Comider volume samples to lie wi~either the air surrounding the materi~or in the materidDefie the phase parameter, r, to be the v~ue between O and 1, where the ray r~ampkg point Hes between the voxel sampIe point in air, and the voxel sample point in the materird. With the color and opacities of the previous -pl~we can andytidly solve for the color for each interpolation approach For non opacity-weighted alor interpolation we m ue EQ 4 to composite the rdts.
Since the parameter, r, vmies between O and 1, and the color and the opaci~do as wel~a~i~i nterpolation of both the opacity and color will be equal to r. We -substitute into EQ 4, 5r=(l-r)lxl+rxr =l-r+r2. :, Figure 6 gives a plot of the color that results for different phases of the ray. A different color results for every value of r, and the example in Section 2 happened to use the worst case when r= 0.5, and the resulting color is C = 0.75.
For opacity-weighted interpolation we can solve the same scenm-o. The interpolated associated color and opacity are equal to r, and we composite with EQ 8,
me result is a constant color of 1, irrespective of the value of r. The value of the ray color will always be the color of the materird. It is straightforward to genedtie this to a generic color variable. Consider the boundary between the air and material in Figure 5 . For a ray sample rate the same as the volume sample rate, there will always be 1 ray sample in the transition between material and air at the boundary and a sample within the material, as shown before. hterpolated values at the transition will be r x vdue_in_tie_materid.
Define the color of the material to be Cm, the opacity of the material to be am, then substituting into EQ 4 and EQ 5, and solving for the resultant color, we get for ,"
separate interpolation of color and opacity r-parameter ! D.ss r Figure 6 . Plot of parameter r versus the resultant ray color for erent phase. r represents distance of nearest sample to wdl of matenrd. Opacity-weighted color interpolation would give a color of 1 for dl values of r.
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For op2city-weighted color interpolatio~where interpolated opacity and color are ran and r~m, we composite with EQ 5 and EQ 8 to get 2= (l-ram)dm +r~m = Fm(l+r-ram) "
H interpolation was done instead on material value% which are then converted to colo~then the opacity-weighted color interpolation is equivalent if the clasfier is a~mear rmnp or a step. Nfatetird vduq m, is defied as a Aar that is classtied to some color nnd opacity by a tiction or a IooLwp table (C.,a.)= Class~(m).~impfies that materird based interpolation~%til be equivrdent to opacity-weighted color interpolation for a certain class of mattird classifiers. me interpolated mnterid value wotid be eqti to r x m. me color~}fil depend on a transfer fonctiom Consider a step fiction. Kthe interpolated material is equrd to m or more, than color, but for sm~ler opacities the color @l vary depending on tie ray phase. me non opacity-weighti interpolation \@ VW by a quadrntic t-W example provides more intuition as to why opacity-weighted color interpolation is more mrr~because it approximates material based interpolation for step and hear matefid clnssifie~and etiates the dependencies of ray colors on the phasq r, for sofid materirds.
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=S~TS me interpolation of unweigbti colors miscrdtiates the shading of new sample points along rays.~volume rendetig such errors can redt in color stig, darkening gr~er fllasing, and contribution of color from ndl regions. \Ve show seved examples of ardfacts retiting from this error.
Fi.we S shows two volume renderings of a volumetric torus. me dataset is a snpled anrdytic torus fiction that has been low p~filtered to S bit voxels for antitilasing.~volume is then clmified before rendering using a standard isosurfam classtier ev8S]. me rendering itseK uses a step she of one hti of the voxel spacing. me rendering using separate interpolation of colors and opacity causes severe banding Msince the colors assi.goed to empty space mntriiute to the ray with this scheme. me rendering using opacity-weighted color interpolatio~Figure S righ~doesnot show these~. me next example, shown in Figure 9 , compares interpolation strategies on a rendering of a computed tomography dataset.~is S-bit dataset (100 x 96 x 249 voxels) includes seved human vertebrae and was collected with spid~. Data is courtesy of Dr.~ani Pichmnani. Stanford UniversiN. Classification was dso performed as a preprocess, and empty ;pace (opacity = 0.0) Surrounding the tbresholded vertebrae was colored red.~s readily labels surface regions where inappropriate colors are being introduced. me data was rendered using volumetric rayting with a step she of one hdf of the voxel spacing. Note that the worst artifacts appw (red areas in left image) when rays are able to -e along the surface for some distance, leading to a result that is deDendent on surface orientation relative to the . viewer. Aniiation rdso shows that the artifact causes banding and is view dependent JVe have additionally investigated the variation of the method with some test objects.~ee test objects are shown in Figure 10 . me test objects are density volumes, that are classified to a single material, and we dl them comer, We, and phase.~ese three empirid test cases were designed to further evaluate the andytid investigation of error by phase of the ray. Each volume has been synthestie~some of them witi antidiasing along the principal face. me antidiasing was performed by using a windowed sine.
For the comer scenario, Figures 11 and 12 show the resultant dtierences between non~pacity-weighted shading, Iefi and opacity-weighted shading, ti from let me difference is shown in both the same units as the original images, and dso in histogram equdbed form, so as to make the artifacts obvious. me~S error bemeen the tests is significant me perceptual dtierences vary by scenario, volume resolution, and whether the antidiasing of the source data was performed. Figure 7 shows a plot of~S error, with the antidiased and diased volumes split into two rows of bars (W versus non-~).
me antidiasing reduces the diffmence in rdl cases. For experiments we have run, errors are higher for non-antirdiased source volumes. Errors are *O higher for lower resolution source inputs. Shown are 323 and 1283 source volumes, and the magnitude of the error in rendering the 323 source volumes is higher. h dl of these test renderings, nonopacity-weighting darkens the results. For bone and white objects a blackened, soot~ie material appearance results.~is is W-r Figure 7 . Comparison of~S Error between non-opacity-weighted shading and opacity-weighted shading for three scenarios (Comer, Phase, Gme), two volume sties (12S3, 323), and using antidiasing or not (U Non-m).
becnuse air is assigned a black color, but it codd as easfly have been r~as in the case of the vertebrae. k summary, a separate interpolation of color and opacity creates artifacts at the~ition betwwn materi~that may be etiti or lessened us-mg opacity-weighted color interpolation.
Hardware imp~cations for opacity-weighted color interpolation =e an apparent si@mt increase in work b~e of the prerntitipfication of colors by opacities. We show that this is not the~and look in more deti at the hmdware implementation of E~s S, 11, and 12. hterestin~y, the cost for performing opaci~-weighted color interpolation is the same as nonweighted interpolation if a sum of weighted vaues are used as shown in E~s 11 and 12. BUL nonweighted interpolation achieves fewer operations when using a bm~tree interpolation These costs are for the interpolation of an RGB a vrdue for a sample point The mmpositing costs turn out to be the same for either approach even though~went quations are US* The biiary tree interpolation is oti usd for timear interpolation in volume rendering, and involves repeated bear interpolations. The method is shown in Figure 4 for biheaz interpolation The computation can perfo~for a singe &ear interpolation of a vdu~four interpolations in x, two interpolations in y, and one find interpolation in z. H the four comers of an area between po"mtsamples are labeled with O or 1 depending on their range in dimensions .Y,Y,Z, the interpolation wodd be dctiated as:
Then in dimension y using vducs from dimension x:
And fimdly in dimension z:
Where (x,y,z) is the fictionrd domain location value where the interpolation is to be perform@ and is assumed to range betw~n O and 1 inside the S values being intcrpolatd Brackets are used for array v~ues u, and parenthesis for continuous fictions 0.
To compute the sum of weighted values approac& requires computing eight weights for each sample point to contribute to the fi~interpolated voxel, Wi. Then the sarnplm are M multiplied and' summed as shown in EQ 12. To dculate the weights, the following equations are used:
These weight value equations may rdso be expanded to be computed with fewer multiplications, or computed as shown to reduce the latency in the circuit necessary to compute them. Considering binary tree interpolatio~for the nonweighted interpolatio~simply calculate four trilinear interpolations, one for each RGB a. Each trilinear interpolation is decomposed into seven~iear interpolations, which is most e~cienfly crdculated as one multiply with two additions, so 4x7x( IM,2A) equrds 28M, 56A When performing opacity-weighted color interpolation, there is the added cost of 3x8 multiplies to opacity weight the COIOm, totiing 52~ad 56A
The sum of weighted vrdues approac~for the nonweighted interpolation% computes the weights with 4 multiplies, 19 additions, and then computes four sum-of-wei@ted-cdculations, requiring eight mdtiplies and seven additions each (32M, 28A). me toti is 36 multiplies and 47 additions. For weighted interpolatio~because the o values are compute~the weighting is not done redundantly, so we simply compute the weighk (4M, 19A), premultiply weights (SW, sum for alpha (7A), and perform 3 weighted interpolations 3x(8~7A), which totrds 36M and 47A the same cost as nonweighted interpolation. Crdculating conditions on voxel values rdlows implementations to stip interpolations ifvoxels, or interpolated opacity equals zero.
What this amdysis shows is that it is possible for only a srndl additionrd cost 36M versus 28M to do opacity-weighted color interpolatio~and additiondly, the proper way to most eficientiy compute that is by sum of weighted interpolated values.
7~LA~D WOK
The popularity of ray casting &ev88,Lev90] has lead to the interpolation @act apptig in a number of volume rendering implementations.
Opacity-weighted shading is a srndl improvement but is dso easily misunderstood. and Blinn~Ii94], but not as it relates to resarnp~ig of shaded color vahres in volume ray tracing. Wiheh notes that dfierent answers will result if one interpolates alors versus dam but the fomer may be faster. We have actually shown here that interpolating opacity-weighted color can provide the same answer in some circumstances. Blinn. discusses the issues in filtering an image that has opacities at each ,. i -, 1"
He shows an example of overlaying and downsamphg, and the different answer that retits if doWnsampbg first without opaci~weighting the colors. He dk the opacip-weighted mlors asociated co~ors in perhaps the clearest and mo~concise discussion of tils subjm~~ehns, Van Gelder et rd. W191,VGWq discuss the issues in interpolating colors instead of matcrid% and Ating artifacm but do not clarify that additiond~redt if interpolated colors are not weighted by opacity.
We demo~d the problem encountered by separate interpolation of color and opacity in the context of ray cast volume rendering in this paper. However, the suitabii~of the interpolation method presented is not tited to ray-g and appfies to other techniques such as splatting~es90], threedirnensionrd tix~e mapping NGUq, and polygon rendering as well.
There are three dtemative approaches to avoiding the interpolation artifacts descriied in Section 2-These are surnm~ed in Table 2 . The W dtemative is to store raw data (materird) values themselves interpolate these down to ray Sarnple$ and then clas@ the interpolatti results [0sb97, Sch96Avi94, Hoh90] .
Subvoxel surfaces may be ranstructed by this approach but there are drawbacks. F* classification mt beperformed for every-e being compu@ unlike the precl=cation case-Computational cost is dso Upidy higher tice there are oh more ray sample points than voxels. Secon& ;mce classification acts on sample points whose positions are view dependeng materird interpoladon m introduce view dependent me second rdtemative is to store cl-ed-shaded+olor values preweighti by opacity, along with opacity at each voxe= was done in Drebm et aL~CH88]. titerpolation is then ptionned on preweightcd colors. Rewei@ted colo~however, require more bhs of prec~lon than unwei@ted colors for the same image q~~. This is because opacity weighting returns a tition of the shaded vdue$ which if rounded to be stored in fixed point will redum the accumcy of subsequent dctiations. Rounding a floating-point number to a fixed-point representation results in a maximum error of 0.5 Bu$ when opacity-wei@ting, we are res-g the vrdues so the coIor error is mtitipfid To convert to fixed poin~a number is sd@ then roundd A floating-point color, C, in the range of [0, 1] pmiti~~=te the l~g-e~o= say that aF = I remits inẽ rror 0.5(25511) =127 for values ranging from O to 255, or hdf of tie range of the color @ti of the bits). Errors will be large when rendetig mo~y transparent materials.
k the proposed dtemative a higher precision representation can be used during weighting which results in greater accuracy. Three4iensionA texture mapping using hardware acceleratioñ G~q does not opaci~wei~t colom but it could be done by preweighting which may result in d~culties due to the fwed point texture storage formats.
The third dtemative is opacity-weighted color interpolation as described here. Color and opacity vrdues are stored independently.
Opacity-weighting is performed during interpolation for memory savings @it precision), computational advantages of preclassfication, and comparable speed to preweighting colors. For example 8 bit colors can be loaded into 32 bit registers, and then alpha weighting may be performed on the higher precision reprtientation. 
S CONCLUSIONS
We show an artifact in volume rendering sotiare and algorithms. We show the origins of the artifact in the literature, and iden@ the cause of the artifact-an improper interpolation method. The artifact appm as tiicid darkening in monochrome images, highlighting of diasing errors, or as color shifts in RGB rendering, acturdly creating misleading renderings. We cl@ that the situation occurs ordy when classifying and shadiig before resarnplin~and present a solution for this ae. We refer to this solution as opm.@-waghted color intepoltiion. Prior pubfishd solutions have either interpolated ray values and then classfied and shadez stored entire opacity-weighted volumes which requires more storage precisiou or interpolated incorrectly.
The issue of whether this artifact is widely seen or embedded in production code is difficult to ascertain. Other implementations get around these dficuItim, primarily by doing interpolation of materirds [Osb97, Sch96~vi94, Hoh90] . We have determined that preweighting has been used in some implementations. Drebm et d.~CH88] correctiy discuss the opacity color issues, and actutiy use prewei@ted associated color volumes. BUL because of the stimg issum, this achieves a less accurate rendering with a fixed-point format than our method.
Lacroute and Levoy~L94] do properly opacity weight as determined by examining the publicly available code. They ;..,, --. ,. , .,,-.
premdtiply during the time that voxel color vrdues are Ioade& and that code base is widely used But the advantages and e~iation of artifacts by doing this have not bpublished. The preclass-tied color method &ev88~ev90] describes the separate interpolation of color and opacity vdum The widest use of the improper technique seems to be irnplementadom that use 3D texme mapping as the color vrdues are not preweight~and are not weighted prior to interpolation (such as~GK9q).
The discovq of a method to diretiy render from preshaded values makes sofiwe and hardware more efficient Opacityweightcd color interpolation is an important clarification to the technique. It allows for a more~solution with the same eficiency. We found error magnitudes are data se~view, classficatio~and shading dependen~which may~rmt for the oversight Mso, because of the number of steps in volume rendering, other~may dominate such as reconstruction error, gradient ddatio~and shading, reducing the relative irnportan= of opaci~weighting. h fi~the same artifact as shown for volume rendering is important for polygon~phics. We betieve this work rcpresms an easy fi for~that etis in dl tex~e mapping implementations that use color and opacity texti=
Further work is needed to quan@ the amount of error that rd~but textie mapping mtid be addition~y improved with opacity-weighted color interpolation While the misuse of opacity and color in volume rendering is subfle, we befieve that this work cltics an irnpotit nuance in a widely used dgon~and will improve the qtilty and understanding of future implementations having an impact for nearly rdl computer graphics
